This paper intends to provide an analytical overview of the research performed in the domain of computer Go. Domain knowledge that is essential to Go-playing programs is identified. Various computation and search techniques that can be used effectively to obtain helpful domain knowledge are presented. Four different move-decision paradigms applied by today's leading Go programs are discussed. Conclusions are drawn and two proposals of improvements to current move-decision paradigms are presented.
logical to use a hierarchical model creating intermediate steps and knowledge structures to bridge the gap. A typical hierarchical model consists of something similar to the following five layers: Stones -Blocks -Chains -Groups -Territories. In the Subsections 2.1 to 2.5 each layer is discussed in the order given.
Stones and input
A program needs to know the current stone distribution on the board and the history of the move sequence leading to that position (so that it knows who is to play next, any ko or triple ko situations involved, etc.). Naturally, the board can be viewed as a two-dimensional, 19-by-19, array of Black, White and Empty.
But for the convenience of pattern matching, we usually add several border layers around the board so that patternmatch routines do not have to worry constantly about getting invalid array indices. Hence, the board becomes a 2n by 2n two-dimensional array of Black, White, Empty, and Border. In order to avoid implicit multiplications associated with twodimensional array accesses, the board is often declared as a one-dimensional array for efficiency. The game history can be stored in a stack to allow fast move execution and move undo (especially during search look-ahead). Figure 1 presents a board configuration at the beginning of a mid-game stage. The configuration is meant to become familiar with the placement of stones. We use the same configuration in Figure 2 (for blocks), in Figure 3 (for chains) and in Figure 5 (for groups). 
Blocks and capturing
A block, also called a string, is a set of adjacent stones of one colour. According to the rules of Go, stones of a block are captured in unison when the block loses all its liberties (empty adjacent points). If we view a board configuration as a graph, with stones as nodes and any two vertically-adjacent or horizontally-adjacent stones of the same colour determining an edge, then a block is a component of this graph. A depth-first search-based graph-component algorithm can be used to identify blocks efficiently.
The capturing status of a block can be classified into three categories.
• No danger -the other side will not be able to capture it.
• Critical -if the other side plays first, it can be captured; if the block side is to play first it can be secured.
• Dead -there is no way to escape from capturing even if the block side plays first.
A Go program typically uses capturing-tactic search routines to determine the status of each block (see Section 3). In order to save time, blocks with many liberties, say 5 or more, are automatically classified as "no danger" in most Go programs. Some programs use heuristics to help the block-status classification. A ladder routine can be used to find a consecutive-atari way to capture a block with two liberties. It has an average branching factor near 1, so it is extremely fast. A ladder routine should be an essential module of any Go program.
In Figure 2 the stones of each block are marked with a block identifier (a number ranging from 1 to 32). Each critical block has an associated capture point (c) and escape point (e), if they are the same the common point is marked with d. Block 25 is critical. Dead blocks are marked by triangle marks on their stones, each dead block has a capture point but no escape point.
Figure 2:
Blocks and capturing statuses.
Chains and connectivity
A chain is a collection of inseparable blocks of the same colour. There are three ways to recognize the connectivity of two blocks: by heuristics, pattern matching, and search. A short description of each of them follows below.
Figure 3:
Chains: Chain 3 is recognized from two common liberties of its blocks. Chain 17 is recognized from a protected common liberty of its blocks. Chain 6 is recognized from the dead stone. Chain 5 matches a connection pattern. Chain 2 is decided by a connection search.
Heuristics
-If two blocks have two or more common liberties or share one protected liberty, they are in the same chain. Blocks adjacent to a dead opponent block are in a chain too. See Figure 3 .
Pattern matching -Connection patterns can be used to recognize connectivity. Figure 4 shows some common simple connection patterns.
Search
-Goal-oriented local-connection search can be used to decide the connectivity (more in Section 3).
Figure 4:
Some simple connection patterns -note that pattern 3 is only valid at the edge.
Groups and safety
A group is a strategic unit of an army of stones. It consists of one or more chains of the same colour plus the dead opponent blocks, called the prisoners. The chains and dead blocks are connected through empty points 4 that have an influence above a certain threshold. For details, we refer to Chen (1989) . In Figure 5 six groups are identified (see their group id number).
Every stone not in a dead block radiates influences across the board. This influence is at a maximum in its immediate neighboring spaces and decays as the distance increases. Many programs use influence methods. The influence propagation is programmed differently though. For instance, GO INTELLECT uses exponential decay with a distance reduction factor of ½, MANY FACES uses a decay of 1/distance. Once groups are identified, the numbers of eyes they have can be decided via (a) heuristics, (b) patterns, or (c) life-and-death search.
a. Heuristics -Chen and Chen (1999) present a classification of group space points into three types: "full eyepoint", "partial eye-point", and "false eye-point". They are based on diagonal-index rules and heuristicdowngrading rules. Let us call a point on the Go board a controlled point, if one of the following four conditions applies: (1) it is occupied by one of our live stones, (2) it is occupied by an opponent's dead stone, (3) it is a border point, (4) it is one of our controlled empty points. An empty board point is said to be a noncontrolled point if it is accessible by both sides. The diagonal index of a board point is the number of our controlled points, plus 1/2 times the number of non-controlled empty points of its four diagonal neighbors. We can make an initial classification of all space and prisoner points of a group as follows. If the point is in line 1 (edge), a full eye-point requires a diagonal index 4, a false eye-point has a diagonal index 3 or less, otherwise it is a partial eye-point. If the point is above line 1, a full eye-point requires a diagonal index 3 or more, a false eye-point has a diagonal index 2 or less, otherwise it is a partial eye-point. Heuristic eye-point downgrading rules can provide the required adjustments. For instance, the most common downgrading rule is as follows.
Downgrading Rule 1:
For each false empty eye-point, the adjacent empty eye-point should be downgraded by one level.
An example is shown in Figure 6 . The b at the bottom line is a false eye-point, so its neighbor empty point should be downgraded from a full-eye to a half-eye. For a full set of heuristic downgrading rules we refer to Chen and Chen (1999) .
A set of adjacent eye-points is referred to as an eye-region. Each eye region's eye number can be estimated heuristically. For instance, the number of eyes in an eye-region of full eye-points, without deficiency and prisoners, can be determined by the heuristic values shown in For a good understanding we provide some examples. Knife-Five has an external boundary of length 9 and it contains a Square-Four, hence it provides 1.5 eyes. Straight-Four has an external boundary of length 10, it has 2 eyes. Straight-Three has an external boundary of length 8, it has 1.5 eyes. Now we are well equipped to determine the numbers of eyes of groups on the board via heuristics. Let us consider Figure 6 . The group 2's eye-region has an external boundary of length 9 and contains a Square-Four, so it has 1.5 eyes. Group 4's eye-region has an external boundary of length 10, it has 2 eyes. Group 5's eyeregion has an external boundary of length 7, it has 1.5 eyes. Groups 7, 8, and 9 each has an eye-region with external boundary of length 8. The additional features listed in Table 1 determine the eye numbers. Group 9 is a Square-Four, hence 1 eye; group 8 is a Curved-Four, hence 2 eyes; group 7 is neither Square-Four nor CurvedFour, hence 1.5 eyes. The point beside b in group 12 is initially classified as a full eye-point, since it has a diagonal index 4. But b is a false-eye point, so it neighbor point is downgraded to a half eye-point. Group 12 has only 1.5 eyes. Readers can verify according to Table 1 and the downgrading rule that group 3 has 1.5+0.5 = 2 eyes. Group 10's eye-region has a rather short external boundary (length 6), so it has only one eye. Group 11's eye-region has an external boundary sufficiently long for 2 eyes.
b. Patterns -number of eyes of an eye-region can be revealed through pattern matching with eye-shape libraries. GNU Go and Golois use this approach.
c. Life-and-death search -search is usually more reliable than heuristics and/or patterns, but it is also more time consuming. Normally, search works better when the group is nearly completely surrounded; search is not so effective when the group is more open (Wolf, 1991 (Wolf, , 2000 .
The safety of a group can be determined by the following five factors: (1) its eye number, (2) its ability to expand (empty neighbors), (3) to run (freedom), (4) to connect to friendly groups, and (5) the safeties of adjacent opponent groups.
Territory and potential territory
Territory can be estimated by measuring interior spaces (spaces surrounded by grid points belonging to the same group) and prisoners (dead opponent stones), with an adjustment for the safety of the group. A group with a low safety should be counted as opponent's territory. The numbers of captured stones from each side are easy to keep track of and will be included in the scoring under Japanese rules. If Ing Chinese rules 6 are used, we can start with the group area (including spaces, stones, and prisoners) and safety. A major source of evaluation error comes from the safety estimate when a group is unsettled, especially in the middle of a big fight. For simplicity, GOLIATH counts a grid point as Black, White, or Unsettled -a crisp 1, -1, or 0. Most Go programs use fractional numbers in an attempt to capture the uncertainty. For instance, GO INTELLECT uses 1/64 point as basic measuring unit and MANY FACES uses 1/50 point.
An even more difficult part of the evaluation is the potential territory. How to evaluate the values of outside influence, thickness, and moyos? The influence function can only play a limited role here. The number of additional moves needed to surround a moyo into secure territory is useful knowledge. Z. suggests to count each extension of an outside stone as 3 points of a potential territory in the opening stage of a game. For a nearly completely surrounded weak group, other than almost dead or very light ones, he discounts potential territory by (16/number of additional opponent moves needed to surround the group)*(2 -#eyes). Much additional Go knowledge is still needed to obtain a reasonably good estimate of the potential territory. Today, static evaluation functions in Go programs are far from accurate. In a computer Go tournament, one can frequently observe that two competing (top) programs have game evaluations of the same board configuration with a difference of more than 30 points. Of course, a precise and accurate evaluation function is assumed to have the same complexity as the game of Go itself; therefore it is beyond any reach. Even creating an evaluation function that may be off mark occasionally and just produces a good approximation most of the time, seems still extremely difficult.
SEARCH
Search is a most powerful tool for computer games, including Go. We can use search to discover knowledge of capturing, connecting, eye-making, territory surrounding, etc. We can roughly divide search into local goaloriented search and global move-selection search. We discuss them in the Subsections 3.1 and 3.2.
Local goal-oriented search
Local searches generate and test local moves for achieving a specific goal that can be measured locally. Below we provide a list of seven local characteristics with their specific local goals and their natural basic evaluations.
Capturing:
Goal -to capture one block Evaluation -number of liberties of the block Ladder capturing:
Goal -to capture one block by consecutive Ataris Evaluation -Success (target block captured) Failure (no more Atari moves)
Semeai:
6 The rules are developed by the Chinese Go promotor Ing Chang-Ki. He offered a million-dollar prize for the first computer Go program that beat a human professional. He proposed the Ing rules which are more logical and scientific than the Japanese rules and the traditional Chinese rules. The Ing rules count both life stones on the board and secured empty spaces as points. (Japanese rules count only secured empty spaces minus own prisoners.)
Goal -to capture the opponent's block before the opponent captures our block for two adjacent blocks Evaluation -number of relative liberties of the two blocks (when one block has an eye and the other block does not, the number of common liberties should only be credited to the side with an eye) Multi-blocks capturing:
Goal -to capture one of a set of related blocks of the same colour Evaluation -number of total weighted liberties (blocks with fewer liberties carry more weights) Connection:
Goal -to connect two chains into one chain Evaluation -distance between two chains Life-and-death (Tsume-Go):
Goal -to make two eyes for a group Evaluation -number of eyes of the group Territory:
Goal -to surround more territory Evaluation -local territory estimate
The candidate move-generation should be highly selective using heuristic domain knowledge, among others based on the local characteristics. We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the local search techniques implied above.
In capturing search: if one tries all liberties, all secondary liberties (empty points adjacent to liberties), and all chain connection points, then the resulting local search will be much too slow to be practically useful. Heuristic knowledge is needed to reduce the branching factor of the search. One such heuristic is that a liberty adjacent to a higher number of secondary new liberties should have higher priority.
In ladder capturing search: only Atari moves need to be considered. Usually one of the two Atari moves will give the target block three liberties after extension, hence there is no need to search further for that branch. It is essentially a linear time algorithm.
In semeai search: important questions are whether the two competing blocks of opposite colour have eyes 7 and what are the sizes of the eyes? An eye-space of size 4 to 6 and not of two-eye shapes (Flower-Six, Knife-Five, Square-Four, or T-Four) is called a big-eye. If one side has a big-eye, the other side has a small eye, size 1 to 3, or a smaller big-eye, or no eyes, the number of common liberties can only be credited to the side with a bigger eye in semeai. If the two sides both have an equally sized big-eye, or both have a small eye of any size 1 to 3 not necessarily of same size, then either side needs to discount its common liberties for winning the semeai, otherwise it is seki. If both sides have no eyes, either side can only count all common liberties (>= 1) as 1 for winning the semeai, otherwise it is seki. Flower-Six has 12 liberties; Knife-Five has 8 liberties, Square-Four or T-Four has 5 liberties. Small eye of size i, i = 1, 2, or 3, has i liberties. The number of prisoners in the eyespace should be subtracted from the liberty count. Müller (1999b) classifies all semeai problems into nine different classes.
For targets of multi-blocks capturing search: we can define an equivalence relation among blocks of the same colour with few liberties (say 3 or less) as follows. Two blocks are related if and only if they share a common liberty with two empty neighbors (or the common liberty is a valid cut). An equivalence class of this relation is a target set for multi-blocks capturing search. For instance, in Figure 7 , blocks 3, 7 and 4 form a target set. A useful heuristic for multi-blocks capturing search is to give common liberties high priority.
In connection search: we count the length of a path joining two grid points as follows: if there is already a chain of our colour on the board, going through the chain is free. Moving to an adjacent empty point counts 1. Moving to a diagonal empty point with two connection options also counts 1. Moving along the path, the total count is the path length. The shortest path can be found using breadth-first search or priority-first search algorithms. The length of the shortest path joining two points is the distance of the two points. We can use empty points along the shortest path(s) as candidate moves for both sides in the connection search. In life-and-death search: there are four types of moves that deserve high precedence: capturing moves, separation moves, blocking moves, and diagonal moves. If an opponent surrounding block can be captured, capturing the opponent block may be the easiest way to live. If an empty grid point is adjacent to two or more full eye-points and those full eye-points do not have other common empty neighbors, playing at the separation point makes two eyes! Both blocking and diagonal moves can upgrade the status of eye-points.
In territory-surrounding search: knight moves, single jumps, big knight moves, double jumps are usually good candidate moves. Pattern libraries are useful in candidate-move generation.
The following algorithms are instances of useful search algorithms for local search in Go.
Selective alpha-beta and its variations -Forward pruning is generally used to speed-up the search. Iterative deepening is useful for time control. Partial depths 8 allows the search to look deeper in a certain key portion of the game tree during a fixed depth-bound search or iterative deepening. Genetic algorithms can be used to tuneup search parameters. (Allis, Van der Meulen, and Van den Herik, 1994 ) -It is a best-first search procedure, which repeatedly selects and expands a "most-proving node" until the root node's game value is known. It is effective for a local Boolean-valued goal-oriented search when the branching factor is small. It needs to be combined with heuristic candidate-move selection to tackle more complicated tactical problems. Since it is a best-first search algorithm, the whole search tree needs to be kept in memory, which may cause memory problems. (Seo, Iida and, Uiterwijk, 2001 ) -It transforms a best-first Proof-number search into an iterative-deepening depth-first approach. It is a very promising search algorithm for life-and-death and other tactical problems in Go.
Proof-number search

PN*-search algorithm
Lambda search (Thomsen, 2000) -Moves are classified into a monotone hierarchy (λ i ) i = 0, 1, 2,… , where λ 0 -moves are those moves that immediately achieve the goal, and λ i+1 -moves are those moves that, if ignored by the opponent, can achieve the goal by using λ i -moves only. It guarantees the correctness of the search result, but it will not be sufficiently fast to solve complex tactical problems in real time. (Cazenave, 2001 ) -This is a theorem-proving approach to games where a simple definition of the search goal can be given. Go tactic problems are natural candidates for this method if their abstract analyses are provided. (Müller, 2001 ) -It is a new way to evaluate terminal nodes in a game tree. This approach can be used with any game-tree search algorithm. It is effective for solving semeai problems involving "big eyes".
Abstract Proof Search
Partial order bounding
Global move-selection search
A Go game has about 250 legal moves available at each turn on the average. For any global search algorithm to work, it needs to be selective on producing move candidates during the search process. Modified alpha-beta searches are normally used for this purpose. For instance, GO INTELLECT uses the global selective search to make its move decision (K. Chen, 1990 Chen, , 1998 . It has about 20 goal-oriented move generators, each of them generates 0 or more moves with associated move values. A linear combination of each move's movevalues from all move generators determines the priority of the move. Only about a dozen or so top-candidate moves, those with highest priorities, are actually tried on the board. After two plies, any stable node is evaluated without further node expansion in the global search tree. An unstable node must expand unless it reaches a predetermined depth limit. The mini-max back up of the evaluations of the terminal nodes combined with the urgency values of the candidate moves determines the move selection.
The evaluation functions of most Go programs are based on scoring. For each board point, we assign a value between -1 and 1; 1 means the point surely belongs us, -1 means it clearly is the opponent's territory. Fractional values are usually allowed. GO INTELLECT uses group relative-safety and influences to decide on the value assignment for each grid point. Adding the values of all 361 board points adjust by komi, we obtain a basic board evaluation.
B* (Berliner, 1979 ) and probability-based B* (Palay, 1982; Berliner and McConnell, 1994) are best-first search procedures which can handle a tree with a high branching factor well. For B* to work in Go, a tight optimistic bound and pessimistic bound needs to be obtained from node evaluation. Otherwise, the algorithm would not converge in real time. The Go program JIMMY uses a B*-like global search. The probability distribution required for probability-based B* is difficult to construct in Go.
MOVE-DECISION STRATEGIES
In this section, we discuss move-decision strategies as used by current Go programs. They can be roughly classified into four paradigms: static analysis, try and evaluate, global selective search, and incentive/temperature approximation. There are some other approaches to move-decision making in use today, such as neuron networks (Enzenberger, 1996) and pattern matching from a huge library of professional games (Zhang, 1990) , but so far they failed to produce strong programs. We characterize the four paradigms in the Subsections 4.1 to 4.4.
Static analysis
Programs of the static-analysis paradigm do not perform any global search, but perform various goal-oriented local searches, such as capturing, connection, life and death. Since these local searches do not need to be performed for each node in a global search tree, they tend to be done more thoroughly. Each program has its own set of move generators to suggest candidate choices for global-move selection. The programs DRAGON, EXPLORER, and FUNGO are in this category. DRAGON uses a priority scheme. It divides all possible moves into 13 priority categories: capturing/escaping, urgent pattern, joseki, …, small yose. It selects the move in the highest non-empty priority category with the biggest move value provided by the related move generator(s). EXPLORER adds the values from all move generators for each point and then selects the point with a maximum sum to play. FUNGO uses the maximum value over all move generators for each point. It then selects 18 points with the highest values in order to perform more sophisticated and time-consuming tasks for the final move selection.
Try and evaluate
In the try-and-evaluate paradigm, first candidate moves are generated and then a thorough evaluation is performed with each candidate move tested in turn on the board. The one with highest evaluation will be chosen. 
Global selective search
Many programs perform some variation of alpha-beta look-ahead with a heuristically-selected small set of move candidates at each non-terminal node. The mini-max back up determines the move and scoring estimate. Programs using this strategy include GO INTELLECT, SMARTGO, INDIGO, GO MASTER, JIMMY. GO INTELLECT uses quiescence search modified by urgency. SMARTGO uses iterative deepening and widening. INDIGO performs two separate global searches, one with urgent moves and the other with calm moves. GOMASTER converts everything to points in the evaluation including influence, thickness, sente, gote, … etc. JIMMY performs global selective search using B*-type upper and lower bounds associated with each move candidate.
Incentive/temperature approximation
Programs using the incentive/temperature approximation paradigm consider the consequences of each side playing first in a local situation. They include HANDTALK, GOEMATE, WULU, HARUKA, KCC IGO, GOLIATH, GOSTAR, GOLOIS, and STONE. The programs HANDTALK, GOEMATE, and WULU use the sum of the move values of both sides modified by "move efficiency" to decide on the move to play. Local searches are performed but no global look-ahead. HARUKA performs 1 to 4 general local searches, called main searches, each with about an 10*10 scope, a search depth of 3 to 5 plies, and a width of 6 to 9 moves. KCC IGO first identifies critical areas, then performs local searches with candidate moves mostly taken from pattern matching. GOLIATH performs two local searches for each critical area, one for each side playing first. The biggest difference on the results of the two searches determines the move selection. Candidate moves are from pattern libraries with patterns represented by bit strings (Boon, 1989) . STONE contains a set of tactic move generators and a set of position move generators. Each move generator has a temperature predictor and a move searcher. A move generator may find itself applicable to one or more (or none) sub-games (sub-regions). For each applicable sub-game, the temperature predictor heuristically produces a maximum temperature (upper bound) and a minimum temperature (lower bound). For the sub-game with highest maximum temperature, the associated move searcher will be invoked. The move searcher will find the best move for the sub-game and the temperature of the sub-game, which will replace the sub-game's old maximum and minimum temperatures. This process is repeated until a lower bound is greater than or equal to the rest of the upper bounds and the best move of that hottest sub-game will be chosen.
CONCLUSIONS
There is no single paradigm that really dominates the other paradigms. The performance of a program has a strong relation to the implementation effort -especially the question of how much useful Go knowledge the programmer has input into the program is relevant. To follow good programming practice is of utmost importance, so that the program can be modified/improved conveniently over time.
Decomposition search (Müller, 1999) involves many local searches, but the entire process is for global move selection. It has a sound theoretical foundation in combinatorial game theory (Berlekamp, Conway and Guy, 1982) . It consists of roughly the following four steps: (1) game decomposition and subgame identification, (2) local combinatorial game searches, (3) simplification of combinatorial game expressions, and (4) sum game play. Unfortunately, except for late-stage endgames only, a mutually-independent decomposition of the board is impossible. We therefore propose a modification called soft decomposition search (Chen, 2002) . The idea is as follows: we loosely identify active areas of the board, then perform various local searches as suggested by the combinatorial game theory for each area, allowing the area/scope of the search grow dynamically and evaluating the terminal nodes globally on the full board. We do not perform a mutually-independent decomposition of the Go board, which is only possible in a very late endgame stage, instead we try an approximation of the decomposition. This hopefully can produce a better incentive/temperature approximation.
Most of the global search performed by Go programs today is based on the evaluation of the points. But the reward function of a Go game is really binary -win or lose. Winning a game by 100 points is the same as winning a game by 1 point -a win. So it is more logical and more useful for the static evaluation function to estimate the probability of winning, instead of the expected number of winning points. For instance, a program is leading comfortably by 30 points and facing a choice whether to enter a fight with 50 points swing. Assume that the program has 90 percent chance to win the fight. A point-based evaluation function will lead the program into the fight, since it increases the expected value of winning from 30 points to 70 points. A winningprobability-based evaluation function will lead the program to avoid the fight, since entering the fight would reduce the winning probability from near 100 percent to 90 percent. The author is currently developing such an evaluation function and strategy.
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